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Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond. 
New ZetaTalk Earth Changes Announcements Signs of the Times
Costa Rica Drums

There were the Kiev Trumpets and the Horns of Belarus and the Tampa Bay howl, and now we have the Costa Rica drums. 
There are of course many such places that get noisy under the stress of stretching and vibrating, but this one hit the news. 

VIDEO: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGz489VqHjU
AUDIO: Costa Rico Drums
IMAGE: Costa Rico Map 

Strange Sound Heard Throughout Costa Rica
January 11, 2012
http://www.costaricanewssite.com/strange-sound-heard-throughout-costa-rica

Is it the mysterious sound of the so-called coming Apocalypse? Some think that the mysterious sound heard in Costa  
Rica at around 12:30am this morning is exactly that. It is important to note that this is not the wind nor was it filmed  
anywhere near the ocean. The sound was heard throughout the entire country from Heredia to Perez Zeledon. The  
Costa Rica Volcanologist and Seismologist Organization is saying there is no Earth movements recorded at the time  
of the strange sound.

Per the Zetas, where the Kiev Trumpet and Horns of Belarus were due to vibrating water, and the Tampa Bay Howl was due 
to the ground vibrating, the Costa Rica drums were due to a clapping fault line!
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ZetaTalk Explanation 1/14/2012: There is a subset of the Caribbean Plate called the Panama Plate, though this subset  
moves as one with the Caribbean Plate. Nevertheless, there is a fault line running through Costa Rica, and during the  
incessant pressure of the slow moving S American roll, fault lines can pull apart and bang back together again, like  
clapping. As the recent cold spells in India reveal, the N Pole of Earth is pushed violently away when the Sun is over New 
Zealand and the magnetic N Pole of Earth (currently over Siberia) comes up over the horizon. This equates to midnight in  
Costa Rica, which is when the drums were heard. Residents there should get used to these midnight drums, which will be  
with them for some time. 

S America Flooding 

What is the common denominator for flooding in Brazil and Columbia? The peculiar pattern of flooding in S America 
reveals that this is not due to rain, but due to the mountain building and bow stretch that the S America roll imposes on the 
continent. Note the spike in diasters during the time of the December magnetic trimester change, as this recent Pole Shift 
ning blog pointed out. 

IMAGE: S America Disasters 

Disasters in Brazil, Chile and Colombia Account for More than 480 Fatalities
January 4, 2012
http://andes.info.ec/portada/las-catastrofes-en-brasil-chile-y-colombia

Three Latin American countries suffer the consequences of disasters that have killed over 480 people and the  
evacuation of nearly two million people. Brazil and Colombia bear disproportionate increase in flooding. Flooding in  
the city of Bogotá, Colombia's capital, and in different provinces have so far caused over 477 deaths and nearly two 
million homeless. 

The flooding in Brazil is localized to the southeastern provinces. Why just this region? This was addressed last November, 
2011 when a crop circle depicting the expected yaw to be produced by the bending and bowing of S America during its roll 
was analyzed by the Zetas. At that time, this region in southern Brazil was already experiencing infrastructure implosion 
and flooding, unlike the rest of the country! 

IMAGE: Ipuacu CC 

ZetaTalk Analysis 11/19/2011: S America is bending, pulling apart so that the seaway at Buenos Aires will be expanded.  
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But as the flooding along the Rio Parana shows, this area is being stretched also and will stretch along the curve south of  
Rio de Janeiro, the 30° swatch on the crop circle. The large circle to the right is the Buenos Aires stretch, and further south  
along Argentina, the next circle to the right. Will there likewise be a stretch in the Amazon? This too is indicated by the  
circles to the left, but not as significant as the coastal area.

Now matters have gotten worse, as this Pole Shift ning blog shows. 

IMAGE: Brazil Disasters 

Jan 3 - Collapse on 25 km of federal highway MG-010, Minas Gerais
Jan 6 - Bridge collapse in Guidoval, Minas Gerais
Jan 6 - Land subsidence in area Mangabeiras, João Monlevade
Jan 8 - Collapse on road MG-020 near Ribeiro de Abreu, Belo Horizonte
Jan 9 - Building collapse in Buritis, Belo Horizonte
Jan 10 - Crater 20 meters in Rio Doce, Timoteo
Jan 10 - Building collapse in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais
Jan 11 - Road collapse in Araçatuba, São Paulo

These floods and disasters are occurring in the exact location where the November, 2010 crop circle was laid! 

IMAGE: Brazil Location 

4,000 Brazilians Evacuated as Dike Bursts after Heavy Rains
January 6, 2012
http://www.cnn.com/2012/01/05/world/americas/brazil-flooding/index.html?hpt=wo_bn5

Floodwaters opened up a 20-meter-wide crater in the highway outside of Campos dos Goytacazes, which is about  
275 kilometers (170 miles) northeast of the coastal city of Rio de Janeiro. Heavy rains across southern and central  
Brazil have also wreaked havoc in the state of Minas Gerais, an inland state to the southeast of the nation's capital of  
Brasilia.

Turkey Sinkhole 

There is lots of evidence that Europe is being stretched. In a swath from the coastline of Norway through the Denmark 
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straitsto the Sea of Azov mud volcanoes there have been incidents, and the singing reservoirs in Kiev and Belarus are due to 
the stretch also. Now a dramatic sinkhole has opened up in Turkey, horrifying in its depth, with other sinkholes in the 
region. 

IMAGE: Turkey Sinkhole 

Massive Sinkhole Appears Overnight
January 1, 2012
http://www.dha.com.tr/zonguldak-gelikte-mahallede-olusan-dev

A massive sinkhole suddenly appeared overnight on January 1 in Gelik district of Zonguldak city. The sinkhole is  
about 30 meter deep and 15 meter wide. 

Russian Toddler Dies in Bryansk Pavement Collapse
January 9, 2012
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-16467357

A toddler in Bryansk in western Russia has died after falling through a hole that opened up as his mother took him for  
a walk. The pavement gave way because of a burst hot-water pipe.

Wobble Switch 

The Zetas warned that temporary and sudden switches of the Earth's alignment with Planet X can occur. Suddenly, between 
January 10 and January 11 the sunrise in N America was no longer too far South, but almost directly East! The Magnetic 
Simulator showed the pattern of a shared field on January 11, a change from the pattern that had been in place just the day 
before, and the pattern of earthquakes seemed also to shift. 

IMAGE: Opposition Switch 

The Zetas explained this opposition process when it first appeared in October of 2009. Rather than attempting to be end-to-
end, the Earth is attempting to be within the magnetic field of Planet X. So magnetons flow along lines of the magnetic field 
of Planet X - into the S Pole of Earth and out from the N Pole of Earth and then directly onto Planet X. 

IMAGE: Magnetic Postures 
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ZetaTalk Explanation 10/29/2009:What would explain the magnetic twist, where Earth's field appears to be heading in the  
wrong direction entirely, the emissions from the N Pole going directly south, the intake at the S Pole coming directly from 
the north? Planet X will be influencing the Earth's magnetosphere from a point slightly to the side.

Prior to the temporary swing into opposition, the Magnetic Simulator had shown the intense pressure from the N Pole of 
Planet X. When the Earth's magnetosphere is compressed by such a blast, it has appeared as a blue egg, a tight magnetic 
field. On Christmas Day the egg had an upturned end, which per the Zetas shows the increased pressure as Planet X 
approaches just below the Ecliptic. 

IMAGE: Magnetosphere 

ZetaTalk Comment 12/31/2011: The image in question, dated Christmas day December 25, 2011, is a version of the  
compressed magnetosphere, but under pressure from a Planet X that is coming ever closer. This is the reason for the  
increased violence of the wobble, as the push away of the Earth's N Pole is stronger. This is the reason for the Sun 
appearing so far to the south at this time, as the Earth is leaning its N Pole away from the N Pole of Planet X.

What the polar wobble from the intense pressure from the N Pole of Planet X also does is push the N Pole of Earth away 
violently. This can be seen in the weather, worldwide, where India froze and the US roasted. This polar wobble can also be 
seen on the weather maps, this one from December 30 showing the vertical weather pattern of the polar wobble across the 
US. 

IMAGE: December 30 Map 

India Cold Spell Toll Surges to 128
December 26, 2011
http://nz.news.yahoo.com/a/-/world/12457748/india-cold-spell-toll-surges-to-128/

At least 128 people have died during a two-week-long cold spell sweeping across northern and eastern India.

More than 1,000 Record Highs Set this Week
January 7, 2012
http://www.accuweather.com/en/weather-news/more-than-one-thousand-record-1/59956
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The total of record highs set over the past seven days is 1,166. On Thursday, 336 record highs were recorded across  
the Plains and Midwest.

ZetaTalk Comment 12/31/2011: The Earth wobble primarily pushes the Earth's magnetic N Pole away. This great push  
puts the Pacific under the Arctic air, while giving India cold spells. Europe finds itself pushed under tropical air as a result.  
For N America, which lies to the side on this push/rebound, the effect is a pumping action. The jet stream is disrupted, and  
the air mixed. While the south may be having cool spells, the north may be virtually roasting, the opposite of what is  
expected. 

The sudden switch into opposition can also be clearly seen in the weather maps, which suddenly showed a diagonal push on 
January 9 rather than the vertical push before the switch. 

IMAGE: January 9 Map 

The force of the polar wobble which was in place until January 10 could also be seen in wobble clouds over Texas, where 
atornado in the sky affected the upper atmosphere but could not reach the ground. Per the Zetas this is yet another example 
of the force of the polar wobble. 

IMAGE: Wobble Clouds 

ZetaTalk Comment 12/31/2011: This recent recorded incident over Texas is clearly another example of an incomplete  
tornado, as the tornado can be clearly seen. This particular incident was undoubtedly caused by the increased wobble,  
which has caused an almost vertical weather pattern over the US. Turmoil in the upper atmosphere was not necessarily  
reflected in the atmosphere close to the ground, as the top layer was dragged quickly over the bottom layer, so they did not  
act as one. 

What does such sudden switching about of the magnetic alignment with Planet X do? This jerks the globe, and plate 
movements result! And this did occur, with a reported 7.3 quake offshore from Sumatra on January 10, the time of the 
switch into opposition. 

IMAGE: Sumatra 7.3 

7.3 Magnitude Quake Strikes off Western Indonesia
January 10, 2012
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http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2012/01/10/7-3-magnitude-quake-strikes

The agency initially reported a 7.6-magnitude quake, but later downgraded that to magnitude 7.1. In Banda Aceh, the  
ground shook for 30 seconds and terrified residents rushed out of their homes. In December 2004, a giant 9.1-
magnitude quake off the coast of Aceh province on the northern tip of Sumatra triggered a tsunami in the Indian  
Ocean that claimed 220,000 victims. 

Obama's Military 

The US military has long been the largest in the world, in fact larger than all other countries combined - engaging in wars, 
with bases around the world, and being used to maintain corporate interests under the guise of world peace. But no more, 
per Obama, who announced a drastic troop reduction, cutting 1/3 of the troop count. 

IMAGE: Troop Graph 

Obama: the US Can No Longer Fight the World's Battles
January 6, 2012
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/obama

The mighty American military machine that has for so long secured the country's status as the world's only  
superpower will have to be drastically reduced, Barack Obama warned as he set out a radical but more modest new 
set of priorities for the Pentagon over the next decade. Instead, the US military will lose up to half a million troops. 

Obama Announces New, Leaner Military Approach
January 5, 2012
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/obama

The U.S. military will steadily shrink the Army and Marine Corps, reduce forces in Europe and probably make further  
cuts to the nation's nuclear arsenal, the Obama administration said in a preview of how it intends to reshape the  
armed forces after a decade of war. The downsizing of the Pentagon, prompted by the country's dire fiscal problems,  
means that the military will depend more on coalitions with allies and avoid the large-scale counterinsurgency and 
nation-building operations that have marked the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
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Obama Defense Plan Would End Ability to Fight Two Conventional Wars at Once
January 5, 2012
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/obama-defense-plan-ability

Obama noted that even with cuts, the Pentagon's budget would still grow beyond levels reached in the latter years of  
the previous administration, and would still be larger than the world's next 10 largest militaries combined.

The Zetas have long predicted that the US military will bring the troops home heading into the pole shift, leaving only a 
skeleton crew on bases around the globe, as noted in Issue 270 of this newsletter on December 4, 2011. 

ZetaTalk Prediction 10/11/2003: The war games discussed during the NATO exercises included disasters equivalent to  
those we have predicted for the pole shift, immense devastation sparing none. In the event that such a scenario ensues,  
increasing volcanic eruption, quake torn roads and crumbling cities, mass populations homeless and roving the  
countryside, how should treaties installing the US Military in bases around the world be viewed? In the event of such earth  
changes, troops would be brought home, under stealth and with little fanfare, to the respective homelands, leaving at most a  
skeleton crew at the bases.

They have also predicted that most troops would be released and sent home prior to the pole shift, to care for their families 
and to reduce the threat of rogue military groups forming. Is this what is in process?

ZetaTalk Prediction 12/15/2001: What would the attitude of the soldier be, if starvation were rampant, news of this coming  
from home? The military knows this, discusses this, endlessly. They have great history to examine. Martial Law in the US is  
not expected. We anticipate, rather than a Martial Law setup, that troops will be sent home just ahead of the shift, to be  
with their families. In this way, they will be disbanded, less of a threat, and more likely to assist their families than run as  
gangs.
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